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San Francisco based company, Fyrn’s Stemn Series won the Jury and Popular Choice Awards for 
product design in the Furniture - Residential Seating category of the 2017 Architizer A+ Awards. 
Architizer is the world’s largest and fastest growing website for architecture. Their definitive 
architectural award program received over 5,000 entries from 100 countries, representing 
architecture and design worldwide. Fyrn and winners in other categories will celebrate at the 
5th annual Architizer A+ Awards Gala on May 11th in NYC - part of NYCxDESIGN.

Jurors included such industry luminaries as Bjarke Ingels as well as personalities from beyond 
architecture like Tony Hsieh (CEO, Zappos), Yves Behar (Fuseproject), John Edelman (CEO, Design 
Within Reach), Cameron Sinclair (Architecture for Humanity) and Barry Bergdoll (MoMA). 

The Stemn Series, designed and made by Fyrn in San Francisco, includes dining chairs and stools 
both with and without backs. Customizable in wood finish, bracket color and upholstery, they are 
versatile enough to fit a multitude of design environments. The defining design element of the 
Stemn Series is the exposed sculptural bracket which is patented and made by Fyrn, allowing the 
high-end furniture to be shipped easily and assembled at home.

Ros Broughton, Co-Founder of Fyrn, Designer, and Engineer behind the manufacturing of the 
Stemn Series commented, “We focused on a scalable system of parts and pieces that ultimately 
will give more people access to higher-end furniture. Rather than try to conceal the hardware that 
creates durability and allows us to ship this product easily, I chose to make it the main focal point.”

David Charne, Co-Founder and CEO of Fyrn, added, “We are honored to be recognized by such an 
esteemed jury of leaders across the design world, and grateful to Architizer for establishing a world-
class awards competition. As a young brand with big aspirations, this platform is invaluable to us.”

Fyrn will be presenting the Stemn Series May 21-24, 2017 at this year’s International 
Contemporary Furniture Fair, ICFF - North America’s premier showcase for contemporary design.

Fyrn Stemn Series Wins Two Prestigious Architizer A+ Awards



“The Fyrn chair reinvents our conception of the ‘standard’ dining chair. 
While the chair is simple in appearance, the detailing is sophisticated and refined; 
the materials are honest and express intention.”
        -Cameron Helland
        Sagan Piechota Architecture

The Fyrn Stemn Series

Fyrn recently launched the elegant, innovative Stemn series of chairs – from dining 
chairs to stools of varying heights both with and without backs. What’s notable? 
They can be shipped flat and assembled at home without sacrificing an iota of grace or 
durability. You may have spotted the chairs around San Francisco, of late, cropping up in 
hot (and always-busy) restaurants like Bellota, Shakewell, The Morris or Piccino.

It wasn’t until recently that Fyrn made the chairs available to the public. They are 
customizable by wood finish, bracket color and upholstery making them versatile 
enough to fit a multitude of design environments.

Marrying old world craftsmanship with an industrial edge in its Mission district 
workshop, the secret to Stemn is courtesy of the sculptural Stemn bracket (patented 
and made by Fyrn). Sturdy, replaceable and uncomplicated, a truly beautiful piece of 
exposed hardware that enables Fyrn to build strong, high-end furniture that ships easily.

Available for purchase at www.fyrn.com

http://www.fyrn.com
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Stemn Series
Mariposa  - standard chair
Linden  - counter stool
Stanyan  - bar stool
Shorty  - backless standard chair
De Haro  - backless counter stool
Bartlett  - backless bar stool

Product Features
Comfort-first design
Lightweight for versatility
Built to last
Easily Repairable

Simple Materials
North American hardwoods
Metal brackets designed and made in-house
Upholstery in natural Leather and fabric

Customization is Standard
Wood Finishes: Charcoal Black, Oxidized Oak, 
and Blond Oak
Bracket Finishes: Copper Bronze, Graphite, 
Matte Silver, and Black
Upholstery: Natural leathers or Ultrafabrics 

Special needs or further customizations 
available at customsales@fyrn.com

Design Inspired by Manufacturing
Proprietary hardware and unique machines 
designed and built in-house allow Fyrn to 
manufacture quality furniture in California, 
rather than offshore, and still charge less than 
comparable high-end design

Buying Furniture Once
All furniture production impacts the planet so 
furniture should be designed and built to last. 
The Fyrn system is both durable and easily 
repairable so you can plan on living with it 
for decades to come. 

Assembly You Won’t Recognize
Too many of today’s assemble-at-home 
products leave you knowing the product won’t 
last or frustrated with the process itself. Fyrn 
has created a highly simplified assembly process 
through an intuitive package designed in-house 
and simple interactive video that leaves you 
feeling satisfied and secure in the quality of your 
purchase.

Shipping Your Way
Flatpack for simple and enjoyable home 
assembly and savings of $200+ per piece, OR
White glove delivery for effortless installation 
with no cleanup in your home or office.

mailto:customsales%40fyrn.com?subject=


Ros grew up surrounded by builders, 
craftsmen, and woodworkers. His 
grandfather led a small team that brought 
the Hitchcock chair back into production, 
and because of this, Ros spent hours around 
his Connecticut home hearing stories about 
the challenges of furniture manufactur-
ing and distribution. Many of those same 
challenges still exist today and inspired the 
design parameters of Fyrn Stemn.

Ros skipped a university education in
 exchange for hands-on experience in 
residential home construction, door building, 
and cabinetry. He later established a 
successful high-end furniture and cabinetry 
business in San Francisco. Chasing his 
never ending love of craft and a sheer will 
to figure out how to make things better, Ros 
developed a unique set of skills that include, 
woodworking, machining, industrial and 
mechanical engineering, and design, all of 
which were necessary to bring Fyrn to life.

Before partnering with Ros at Fyrn, Dave 
spent almost 15 years traveling across the 
country to work on corporate turnarounds 
and develop strategic plans for the growth 
of emerging brands. He primarily focused on 
retail with roles at lululemon, Eddie Bauer, 
L.L. Bean, Harry & David and most recently 
Talbots as interim CFO and COO during an 
unprecedented business resurgence.

The birth of Dave’s daughter was a catalyst 
for him to realize his dream of working closer 
to home, exchanging weekly airplane rides 
for daily bicycle rides to work. Dave’s father 
and both grandfathers ran family businesses 
during his childhood, and he always 
envisioned one day growing a small 
company he believed in. Upon meeting Ros, 
an unknown neighbor for the past ten years, 
Dave was immediately impassioned by the 
thoughtful vision and ambitious scope of 
Fyrn, and with great pride, he joined Ros
in making that vision a reality.

Ros Broughton Dave Charne



About Fyrn

Fyrn designs and manufactures furniture in the Mission district of San Francisco, leveraging a 
family history of craftsmanship, proprietary hardware and unique machines designed and built 
in-house. Fyrn publicly launched their first standardized offering, the Stemn Series, in late 2016, 
after several years of made-to-order pilot builds for local commercial clients and SF residents. 
Early customers already include renowned San Francisco restaurants Bellota, Shakewell, 
The Morris, and Piccino, as well as Google and Dropbox.

The Stemn System aims to change the way people relate to and value the objects they choose 
for their homes by inspiring a move away from disposable culture and creating a sense of con-
nection between people, places, and materials. Fyrn is a 2017 Architizer A+ Awards Jury and 
Popular Choice winner for product design in the Residential Seating category.

Contact:
David Charne
press@fyrn.com
(415) 306.2671
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